ABSTRACT

This undergraduate thesis is aimed to explain the role of Multilateral foreign policy that set up by Uzbekistan to support its economic in the beginning of its independence. For the rapid economic development of Uzbekistan, it is important to understand the role of its foreign policy as a support strategy toward its economic reformation to develop its economic condition.

To give the comprehensive understanding in this research, writer devides the explanations into two layers. In the first layer, writer uses the strategic concept to explain the main strategy of Uzbekistan which is economic reformation, to develop its economic condition in the beginning of its independence. In the second layer, writer uses the rational actor theory as the tool to explain the ultimate decision of Uzbekistan government to set up its foreign policy into multilateral foreign policy.

In the end of this research, writer found that multilateral foreign policy is success to support its economic reformation strategy by opening multi cooperations of Uzbekistan to all countries based on categorization of Uzbekistan’s necessity on market, investment and security alliance.